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Cohesion,..definision: A group or team that works together in close harmony.
No Time to Burnish, No Time to Strip, NO PROBLEM!
Today's labor shortage realities is forcing cleaning and
maintenance staff to look for ways to eliminate labor intensive
floor care processes.
Find more details in this newsletter about a cohesive system
of products, tools, and processes that produce great looking
floors with a lot less maintenance.
Read on our blog: "Saving Labor on Floor Care Processes starts with eliminating burnishing and stripping"

Introducing the Cohesion Floor Care System
No Burnishing
No Stripping
Great Looking Floors
Easy 3-Product System
Cohesion Floor Coating
Cohesion SBR Clean & Polish
Cohesion Intensity Recoat Prep

Cohesion Floor Coating
High Gloss
Self Polishing
Exceptional Durability
Extreme black mark resistance
What Makes it Different
Finishes designed for high speed burnishing are inherently softer, scuff
easier, absorb more dirt and take more black marks. If these finishes
are not regularly burnished, appearance deteriorates. Cohesion Floor
Coating was not designed for burnishing and offers superior scuff,
mark and soil resistance. Cohesion Floor Coating is optimized for
regular scrubbing with Clean & Polish pads to gradually improve and
maintain gloss.
New for Distributors
Pallet pricing: Order a full pallet (36 count) Cohesion Floor Coating 2x5
gallon cases and get a 10% discount.

Cohesion 8 SBR Clean & Polish
Concentrated, use at 1 oz/gal
Convenient Squeeze & Pour Packaging
Same package also works in a dispenser
Great lavender fragrance
What makes it different
Cohesion 8 SBR is an effective surface cleaner that
contains a unique wax grafted detergent that creates
a polishing effect when used with auto scrubbers
equipped with the correct clean & polish pads.
Cohesion 9 Intensity Recoat Prep
Concentrated, use at 2 oz/gal
Aggressively helps remove embedded dirt
Helps take off top coats of old finish
Works best with Maroon SPP or EPP Pads
Designed for aggressive cleaning and surface stripping dirt embedded finish when used with a scrubber
equipped with a Surface Prep Pad (SPP by 3M) or Ecoprep Pad (EPP by Americo). Use with automatic
scrubbers, low speed floor machines, and orbital floor machines.
What makes it different
Cohesion 9 Intensity as it's name implies is a strong cleaner. Using it straight or at too strong a dilution, it
becomes a stripper. Using it as intended, the product works synergistically with SPP or EPP pads to strip
of 2-4 coats of finish to leave a sound base to apply additional coats.
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